Abstract. There are still some problems existing in the Olfati-Saber potential function, such as easily getting into local standstill and GNRON. Introducing a relative distance function and creating local virtual goal by using fan gird, an improved artificial potential field was proposed so as to solve those issues. The local virtual goal is created by finding the minimum positive characterization value which contains all potential energy in the sector and the degree of deviation of the goal lines. In return, based on APF, the local path is planned. The simulation results show that the improved algorithm can find a smooth and safe path for requirements of UAV. The proposed algorithm is simple and feasible with strong searching and adaptability.
Introduction
Obstacle avoiding is the most primary demand when unmanned aerial vehicles perform tasks in complicated surroundings. There are two classifications for UAV obstacle avoiding: the traditional algorithm and the intelligent algorithm. The traditional algorithm contains grid [1] , voronoi diagram [2] , visibility graph [3] and artificial potential field [4] . The intelligent algorithm includes neural networks [5] , genetic algorithm [6] and fuzzy logic algorithm [7] etc.
In 1985 Khatib [8] proposed a simple and typical algorithm --artificial potential field(APF) whose basic idea is from physics. APF is widely used in avoiding obstacles for the advantages of no global search, a safe and smooth path [9] . However, there are still some problems existing in traditional APF, such as easily getting into local standstill, dithering, GNRON and the rough path due to transforming the information into force and direction simply and neglecting the distribution and velocity of obstacles [10] . The grid divides the map into viable domain and non-viable domain and is applied broadly in global path planning [11] .The grid takes full use of the global information and ensures the feasibility 12] of the planned path which has complementary with the APF.
In this paper,a improved artificial potential field in dynamic environment is proposed by introducing a relative distance function based on the potential function of Olfati-Saber [13] .Rasterizing the local maps and evaluating the characterization value which contains all potential energy in the sector and the degree of deviation of the goal lines.Then, generating a local virtual goal by finding the minimum characterization value and planning the local path based on APF.
Improved artificial potential field
Olfati-Saber constructed a kind of continuously derivable function including both the obstacle and the goal velocity matching in 2006 [13] 
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obstacle distance. Let γ q and γ p be the coordination and the velocity of the goal, and the composite force is The transformation between the polar coordinate and the Cartesian coordinate is as following:
Rasterizing the Local Maps
Grid is also called the cell decomposition modeling. Its main idea is that discretizing the environment into the basic unit of 2-dimension or 3-dimension gird. Then formulate the systematic model by illustrating the grid [13] . The local grid maps of obstacle are as shown in the Figure.1 and Figure. 2. Rasterizing the map into fan-shaped grid based on the polar coordinate and the degree of the equal parts represents the accuracy of the grid. The gray areas represent the forbidden zones. And every sector grid has a characterization value CV and the grid information [15] , representing the feasibility and the regional scope of grid, respectively. In this paper, -1 = CV represents the forbidden grid and 0 CV ≥ represents the free grid. As for the free grid, the characterization value contains all potential energy in the sector and the degree of deviation of the goal lines, which is defined as following: The process of local path planning based on the grid is as following: Firstly, handling the terrain data and rasterizing the map within the detection range of UAV and getting the characterization value. Then, analyzing the feasibility of the gird, making the grid which has the minimum positive characterization value become the direction of flying, and making the most remote point along this direction on the map be a virtual goal point. Lastly, renewing the state of motion by the artificial potential field and repeating the search process of the path until reaching the global goal. The flowchart of path planning based on improved artificial potential field is as below: Figure 3 . Flowchart of path planning.
Experiment
A simulation experiment is performed in 2-D by using the Matlab and the simulation parameters are as following:
The what's more, it will get into local standstill and dither frequently for sharp increase of the repulsion. In addition, the UAV is too nearly next to the obstacle so that UAV can not reach the goal shown in the Figure. . Besides, the UAV can be attracted to goal where the repulsion is null. The virtual goal point found by grid ensures the practicability of course and makes sure that UAV can fly continually when encountering a local standstill or a narrow channel. The local virtual goal reduces the probability of change suddenly of the resultant force and the occurrence of dithering. The results of simulation illuminate that the improved algorithm can find a smooth and safe path in complicated surroundings,and the feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithm is verified boldly.
Conclusion
This paper proposed an improved APF in dynamic environment by introducing a relative distance function which solves the problem of GNRON, meanwhile, this paper rasterized the local maps and evaluated the characterization value which contains all potential energy in the sector and the degree of deviation of the goal lines. Then, a local virtual goal by finding the minimum characterization value is generated and the local path is planned with the help of APF. The algorithm reduces the probability of change suddenly of the resultant force and the occurrence of dithering. A smooth and safe path which meets the requirements of UAV can be found by using the improved algorithm.
